
The images in this book are a tribute to a group of extremely precious 
people in my life. The positive influences they all had on my life is 
undeniable. I‘m grateful for their love! Many of them are among my 
extended family from Anchorage, Alaska, where I grew up. The Ellisons 
(Tristan/”Tristy”, Whitney, Johnny SR and JR, Jamie) now live in Idaho. 
Tristy and I met in third grade. We were inseparable for years following 
that. Together we performed in plays, sang in choirs and did gymnastics. 

The title of “Tristy” was the nickname of my best friend growing up Tristan 
Ellison. Her image is how she looked as a girl! Her Ellison family embraced 
me like I was one of their children. I am who I am in large part due to Tristy 
and the love and support from her family. Tristy truly sparkled with the love 
from her family. I was the fortunate recipient of that sparkle too! Her 
parents and siblings (John Jr. and Jamie) appear on the second page of 
the book. Her dad (Johnny) and mom (Whitney) are the grandparents in the 
story as well! The special Minnesota people in my life, in the story include; 
my adult son Connor who is the boy who shines (he really did and still 
does), my boyfriend Tim as an Asian boy named Timmy, Abbey Peyton as 
an Hispanic girl named for Tim’s two girls Abbey and Peyton. 

 

Left-Jill, Debbie, Tristan (Tristy) and Wendy (SissyMarySue)-dressed up for a 
PLAY, Anchorage, Alaska. Thanks to you, my precious, Tris (Tristy Sparkles), my 
second parents Whitney, Johnny Sr. & Johnny Jr. & Jamie for your inspirational sparkle 
in my formative years! You gave me a foundation of a loving family. Thank you, Connor 
for being a boy who lit my world with your shine. As a man you continue to shine! Thank 
you for the gift to get to love you & for the love you gave to me. Thank you Tim, Abbey 
& Peyton for bringing your unexpected sparkle, in the form of such beautifully, stunning 
love & support. MORE>>> 



 

Johnny Ellison-Tristan’s Dad at the Camper, seen in the book! 

 

Tristan/Tristy, Brandy and Wendy (SissyMarySue) Anchorage, Alaska 



 Ellison Family 

 

Tristan/Tristy & Wendy (SissyMarySue) Same costume on purpose! (Whitney sewed!) 

 


